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ABSTRACT
QUALITY OF SERVICE ANALYSIS FOR SLOTTED
OPTICAL BURST SWITCHING NETWORKS
Onur O¨ztu¨rk
M.S. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ezhan Karas¸an
January 2008
Optical burst switching (OBS) is proposed as the switching paradigm of next-
generation optical Internet. In OBS, IP packets from access networks are assem-
bled into longer units of bursts allowing a lower level of switching granularity
offered by the readily available optical technology. Although OBS was asynchro-
nous in the earlier work, slotted OBS (SOBS) has recently caught the attention of
the researchers due to performance gains achievable with synchronous infrastruc-
tures. In this thesis, we study the blocking probabilities in a slotted optical burst
switching node fed with independent and identically distributed Poisson burst
traffic and for which the burst sizes are a fixed integer multiple of the slot length.
We develop a discrete time Markov chain based framework to obtain the block-
ing probabilities in systems with and without QoS differentiation. In particular,
we study priority scheduling and offset-based QoS differentiation mechanisms
for SOBS networks. The latter problem suffers from the curse of dimensional-
ity, which we address by a discrete phase type approximation for the discrete
Poisson distribution. The results obtained by using the moment-matched phase
type distribution are shown to provide a very accurate approximation for the
iii
blocking probabilities. Finally, we extend our framework to analyze the hybrid
priority scheduling with unity-offset based differentiation scheme which proves to
outperform the others in the degree of class isolation. We show that increasing
burst length has an adverse affect on the attained QoS level. We also give a
quantitative discussion of the trade off between the burst blocking probability
and the slot granularity. As the slot duration is decreased, burst transmissions
can be initiated in an earlier time decreasing the end-to-end delay in an SOBS
network with a penalty of increased burst loss probability. We evaluate the burst
blocking probabilities of a classless and two-class SOBS nodes as a function of
the slot length, number of wavelengths and traffic load.
Keywords: Optical Burst Switching (OBS), Slotted Optical Burst Switching
(SOBS), Quality of Service (QoS)
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O¨ZET
DI˙LI˙MLI˙ OPTI˙K C¸OG˘US¸MA ANAHTARLAMALI AG˘LARDA
HI˙ZMET NI˙TELI˙G˘I˙ C¸O¨ZU¨MLEMESI˙
Onur O¨ztu¨rk
Elektrik ve Elektronik Mu¨hendislig¯i Bo¨lu¨mu¨ Yu¨ksek Lisans
Tez Yo¨neticisi: Doc¸. Dr. Ezhan Karas¸an
Ocak 2008
Optik c¸og˘us¸ma anahtarlaması (OBS), yeni nesil optik Internet anahtar-
lama paradigması olarak o¨ne su¨ru¨lmu¨s¸tu¨r. OBS’te eris¸im ag˘larından gelen
IP paketlerinin daha uzun c¸og˘us¸malar s¸eklinde toplanması, hali hazırda bulu-
nan optik teknolojinin sundug˘u seviyede anahtarlama yapılmasına imkan sag˘lar.
O¨ncu¨l c¸alıs¸malarda OBS es¸zamansız olmasına rag˘men, es¸zamanlı altyapılarla
sag˘lanabilen bas¸arım artıs¸ları nedeniyle dilimli OBS (SOBS) aras¸tırmacıların
dikkatini c¸ekmis¸tir. Bu tezde, bag˘ımsız ve o¨zdes¸c¸e dag˘ılmıs¸ c¸og˘us¸ma trafig˘iyle
beslenen ve c¸og˘us¸ma uzunlukları dilim uzunluklarının sabit ve tam sayı katı
olan bir SOBS du¨g˘u¨mu¨ndeki c¸og˘us¸ma kaybolma olasılıkları u¨zerine c¸alıs¸ıyoruz.
Hizmet nitelig˘i (QoS) ayrımı olan ve olmayan sistemlerdeki c¸og˘us¸ma kay-
bolma olasılıklarını bulmak ic¸in ayrık zamanlı Markov zinciri tabanlı bir yapı
gelis¸tiriyoruz. SOBS ag˘larda, o¨zellikle o¨ncelikli zaman c¸izelgelemesine ve
kaydırmaya dayalı hizmet ayrımı mekanizmaları u¨zerine c¸alıs¸ıyoruz. I˙kinci prob-
lem, boyutları nedeniyle c¸o¨zu¨lmesi zor oldug˘undan, ayrık Poisson dag˘ılımını
PH tipi dag˘ılımla yakınsıyoruz. Momentleri es¸lenmis¸ PH tipi dag˘ılımı kul-
lanılarak elde edilen sonuc¸ların, c¸og˘us¸ma kaybolma olasılıklarına c¸ok iyi bir
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s¸ekilde yakınsadıg˘ını go¨steriyoruz. Son olarak, bu ayrık zamanlı Markov zinciri
tabanlı yapıyı hem o¨ncelikli zaman c¸izelgelemesine hem de kaydırmaya dayalı
olan ve bu ikisine de sınıf izolasyonu derecesi bakımından u¨stu¨n gelen melez
bir hizmet ayrımı teknig˘ini c¸o¨zu¨mleyecek s¸ekilde genis¸letiyoruz. Artan c¸og˘us¸ma
uzunlug˘unun ulas¸ılan hizmet nitelig˘ine ters etki yaptıg˘ını go¨steriyoruz. Ayrıca,
dilim bu¨yu¨klu¨g˘u¨ ve c¸og˘us¸ma kaybolma olasılıg˘ı arasındaki o¨du¨nles¸imi nicelik-
sel olarak tartıs¸ıyoruz. Dilim bu¨yu¨klu¨g˘u¨ azaldıkc¸a artan c¸og˘us¸ma kaybolma
olasılıg˘ına kars¸ın, c¸og˘us¸ma iletimi daha erken bir zamanda bas¸latılarak uc¸tan
uca gecikme azaltılabilir. Hizmet nitelig˘i ayrımı olan ve olmayan SOBS ag˘larda,
c¸og˘us¸ma uzunlug˘unun, dalgaboyu sayısının ve trafik yu¨ku¨nu¨n fonksiyonu olarak
c¸og˘us¸ma kaybolma olasılıklarını hesaplıyoruz.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Optik C¸og˘us¸ma Anahtarlaması (OBS), Dilimli Optik
C¸og˘us¸ma Anahtarlaması (SOBS), Hizmet Nitelig˘i (QoS)
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Optical burst switching (OBS), has been proposed as a viable transport architec-
ture for next generation Internet with readily available technology [1], [2]. It is
announced to be a versatile switching paradigm offering high network throughput
with no mandatary optical buffering and processing. For that purpose, control
and data planes are segregated by means of dedicated wavelengths. Since control
packets are supposed to be much smaller than the transmitted data, assigning a
single wavelength to the control plane has become a common practice. Packets
arriving from different access networks are aggregated into so-called bursts at
the edge of the OBS domain using one of the alternative burst assembly pro-
tocols [3]. Three types of nodes namely ingress, egress and core nodes exist in
an OBS network. Ingress and egress nodes control the input and output traffic
of the OBS network respectively, where core nodes manage the network traffic
through the egress nodes. Based on its functionality, an OBS node may be all
of them at the same time. Once a burst is formed at an ingress node, a burst
control packet (BCP) is sent in advance out-of-band over the control channel
in order to deliver the reservation request to intermediate core nodes. Each re-
ceiving node processes the BCP and forwards it to the downstream nodes if the
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request can be fulfilled. If all nodes on the path from the source to the desti-
nation allocate necessary resources then the burst traverses the OBS network in
a cut-through manner rather than the conventional store-and-forward way. At
the egress node, IP packets inside the burst are extracted by a process called
de-assembly by which they leave the optical domain. For the success of this op-
eration, after sending the BCP, ingress node waits for an offset time equal to the
total processing delay at the intermediate nodes before transmitting the bursts.
Under just-enough-time (JET) reservation protocol, BCPs carry the burst and
offset length information to the nodes so that resource allocation for bursts is
done for only the burst transmission interval [1], [4].
Contention occurs in OBS when two or more bursts contend for the same
output wavelength over overlapping time periods. Since one-way reservation
protocol is used and there is no optical buffering in OBS, contention results in
burst loss. Contention resolution have been so far one of the most challenging
research topics among the OBS community due to high loss rates experienced by
bursts. The most common technique for contention resolution is the wavelength
conversion [5], [6], although other techniques such as fiber delay lines (FDLs) [7]
or deflection routing [8] can be used as well. In this thesis, we assume that the
OBS system employs only full wavelength conversion for which a burst can be
switched onto any output wavelength towards its destination regardless of its
original wavelength. Other schemes like partial or limited wavelength conversion
are left out of the scope of this thesis [9]. If contention cannot be resolved by
wavelength conversion, then all bursts other than a chosen one according to a
predefined policy are dropped decreasing the throughput of the network. In OBS,
no feedback mechanism is established to report such losses, hence retransmission
of the packets inside these bursts are left to the upper layer protocols. This is
in contrast with the electronically packet switched networks, where data in units
of packets is received, stored and forwarded all electronically over shared links.
The packet losses in these networks are prevented via buffering with a penalty
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of increased queueing delay. It is thus very crucial to give a reduction in burst
loss probabilities for the success of the OBS paradigm in next generation optical
communications.
Like every communication system, OBS has both synchronous and asynchro-
nous modes of operation and the choice between them has a significant impact
on the loss probabilities. Most of the current OBS proposals are based on asyn-
chronous operation in which bursts have variable sizes and are not aligned with
the slot boundaries before entering the optical switch [10]. Implementation of
asynchronous nodes is much simpler than their synchronous counterparts since
no synchronization stage is needed [10]. On the other hand, partial overlap be-
tween two bursts due to timing uncertainty may result in loss of an entire burst.
Therefore, asynchronous operation has an adverse effect on burst loss probabil-
ities. Recently, there has been a surge of interest in synchronous (or slotted)
optical burst switching (SOBS) systems due to the performance advantages of
slotted operation [11], [12], [13]. SOBS is to OBS, what slotted ALOHA is to
ALOHA and similar enhancements in relative performance for SOBS are already
shown in [13]. In SOBS, data plane is divided into time slots of equal length
and data bursts occupy either a single or a multiple number of slots in duration
although most existing studies assume that the slot size and the burst length
are the same in which case the system is also called SynOBS [12]. The control
plane may also be divided into smaller slots in order to accommodate smaller
sized control packets or it might use asynchronous operation. In this thesis, we
only focus on slotted operation in the data plane. Although several node syn-
chronization issues are noted for SOBS in regard with small scale fluctuations in
the link propagation delays, resolutions to them are not studied in this thesis.
In SOBS, as soon as a burst is assembled at an edge ingress node, a BCP is
sent in the control plane through the network to setup the optical path at each of
the core nodes in advance. Then in the closest data slot after the required basic
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offset time (for header processing at the intermediate nodes), the burst transmis-
sion is initiated. Although bursts are allowed in SOBS to vary in size depending
on the assembly algorithm, we assume in this thesis that the burst length, L,
is fixed and is an integer multiple of the slot length. We note the advantages
of fixed burst sizes based on the findings of [14]. A SOBS implementation with
L > 1 is a middle ground alternative between asynchronous OBS (L→∞) and
SynOBS (L = 1) and yields some advantages which are discussed in Chapter 2.
Providing quality of service (QoS) to data bursts is one of the widely studied
problems in OBS. In electronical packet switched networks, QoS is provided
by means of per-class queueing, buffer management, and advanced scheduling
mechanisms. However, lack of buffering limits the number of options for QoS
provisioning in OBS networks. The most popular QoS technique for OBS is
a prioritization technique in which high priority traffic is assigned longer offset
times compared to low priority traffic [15]. For SOBS, the offset-based QoS
technique reduces to sending high priority data bursts not right at the nearest
data slot but at the next closest opportunity, which we call the unity-offset
scheme. In case larger delays are tolerable for high priority traffic, one can
optionally send the high priority data burst TQoS > 1 data slots after the closest
data slot. This scheme is called the nonunity offset scheme.
One other option for providing QoS in SOBS is that since the data bursts
arrive at the same time, all BCPs arriving at the control plane corresponding
to the bursts of the next data slot are processed together providing preferential
treatment to high priority bursts. This mechanism is called priority scheduling in
this thesis and we note that one does not need to use offset based differentiation
in case L = 1 for a system with priority scheduling. When L > 1, priority
scheduling and offset schemes can work in conjunction for improved preferential
treatment for high priority traffic. We also limit the number of traffic classes
to two in this study although some of the results are extensible to multiple
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traffic classes. Motivated by Poisson arrival assumptions used commonly for
asynchronous OBS systems, we assume that the number of reservation requests
(for high and low priority traffic) arriving within a data slot and destined to a
tagged fiber with W wavelengths is Poisson distributed. We also assume that
arrivals within nonoverlapping slots are independent.
Vast majority of the research done on the synchronous OBS assumes bursts
to last a single slot. To the best of our knowledge, the performance of SOBS with
and without QoS mechanisms has not been extensively studied in the literature.
Therefore, we develop a novel multi-dimensional Markov chain model of a multi-
wavelength SOBS core node by which we quantify the variation of burst blocking
probability with respect to the slot duration in a classless (best effort) network.
Loss probability and slot duration are among the most important parameters
in SOBS networks. Hence, both should be balanced carefully for a given set of
service guarantees. Increasing/decreasing slot granularity/length shortens the
delay that a packet experiences in the assembly queue since a ready burst no
longer has to wait for a longer slot to be transmitted. On the other hand,
decreasing the burst loss probability is of paramount importance in SOBS which
suffers from high loss rates due to one-way reservation mechanism and lack of
optical buffering.
Extending this Markov chain model, we also carry out performance analysis
of a two-class SOBS core node. Three different prioritization schemes namely
priority scheduling, unity-offset based differentiation and a combination of these
two mechanisms are introduced and modeled. Then, a comparative analysis for
these QoS schemes based on the corresponding burst blocking probabilities is
given. In the analysis of unity-offset based differentiation scheme, Poisson distri-
bution of the BCP arrivals is approximated with a phase type distribution using
moment matching techniques proposed in [16], and the corresponding Markov
chain is embedded into the mainstream Markov chain model of the core SOBS
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node. Besides the numerical results of the thesis, this novel method is proposed
as a useful tool for performance evaluation.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, after a brief in-
troduction to optical switching paradigms, a detailed literature overview of OBS
is given. In Chapter 3, the Markov chain model is constructed for a classless
core SOBS node and the corresponding numerical results are presented. Then,
in Chapter 4, this model is extended to analyze the three QoS schemes men-
tioned above in a two-class SOBS network and numerical results for these QoS
mechanisms are presented. Finally in Chapter 5, we conclude the thesis and give
a direction for future research.
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Chapter 2
Literature Overview
Recent advances in wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) offer huge trans-
mission capacity to optical networks (ONs) which carry the backbone traffic in
the Internet. WDM is the technology by which data is transmitted through non-
interfering data channels -wavelengths- over the same fiber link. The transmis-
sion capacity of a fiber link is simply given by the capacity of a single wavelength
times the total number of wavelengths available for that link. Currently available
industrial products have a channel transmission rate of up to 40 Gbps and more
than 100 wavelengths per fiber.
This enhancement in the physical layer of the ONs has revealed the bottle-
neck in the network layer where optical data is traditionally switched/routed
electronically via an opto-electro-opto (O-E-O) conversion. It is very difficult
for electronic processing to keep up with the data speeds from multiple fiber
links each operating in the order of Tbps. Moreover, an optical router having
P ports and W wavelengths, needs a total of PW O-E-O converters which are
expensive components. Transmitting data via these cross-domain transitions is
called opaque way of transmission. In the long term, backbone traffic which is
mostly transit is supposed to be carried in a transparent way without leaving the
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optical domain. For that purpose, several switching paradigms proposed in the
literature aim to transform the current opaque network architecture composed
of point-to-point optical links into end-to-end transparent optical networks.
2.1 Optical Circuit Switching (OCS)
In OCS, transparency is achieved by pre-allocating dedicated wavelengths along
each link from source to destination. This set of connected links is called a light-
path, throughout which the data remains in the optical domain. A connection
starts with a connection setup request message sent to the intermediate optical
switches/routers. Each node tries to make the requested reservation and send
back an ACK or NAK message according to the availability of its resources. Once
a wavelength is reserved for a connection, it will not be available for any other
attempts until a teardown message terminating the whole connection is received
or a NAK message is received from the downstream nodes. As seen, OCS has
a significant connection setup overhead since at least a round trip time passes
before a successful circuit is established. This reservation protocol is called tell-
and-wait as either a positive or negative feedback is expected before transmitting
any data over the network. The ratio of the setup time to the total connection
period directly gives the inefficiency of this approach. One way to reduce this
overhead is to prolong the actual data transmission period making OCS imprac-
tical for applications requiring relatively small amount of data transfer. However,
this would dramatically affect the statistical sharing of the links, and it is not
compatible with today’s constantly changing high-speed bursty traffic demands.
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2.2 Optical Packet Switching (OPS)
OPS is the optical equivalent of the well-known electronic packet switching.
Switching is done optically per packet which is the finest granularity in IP net-
work layer. However, currently available optical technologies are immature to
implement OPS [17], since no practical optical data processing and storage tech-
nology is available yet. Although some kind of optical buffering in terms of fiber
delay lines (FDLs) exists, it lacks emulating RAMs and FIFO queues. Hence, un-
like the electronic routers, buffering capacity can only be increased for a limited
amount and functionality in order to alleviate blocking probabilities of packets.
In a typical OPS network, O-E-O conversion is still required for packet header
processing. Optical packets are demultiplexed from the fiber links and their
headers are extracted to be processed separately. Meanwhile, the optical packet
is delayed in FDLs until the switching fabric is configured properly according
to the header information. An additional header insertion mechanism is needed
to complete the forwarding action of the OPS switch/router. Note that, PW
O-E-O converters are still needed, but possibly at a much lower speed.
2.3 Optical Burst Switching (OBS)
OBS [1] is a hybrid switching paradigm which offers data transparency and sta-
tistical sharing concurrently. In OBS, the smallest data unit is called a burst
which is a collection of packets aggregated at the network edge. This enables
switching to be done at the burst level decreasing the header processing overhead
as compared to that of OPS. Also in OBS, O-E-O conversion is only required for
a single dedicated control channel on each fiber link. On this separate channel,
one-way reservation requests are sent prior to the burst transmission in order
to allocate resources beforehand. This removes the necessity for indispensable
FDLs of the OPS switches/routers. And after a predetermined amount of time,
9
Figure 2.1: OBS network architecture
bursts are transmitted without waiting for a feedback from the network. By this
way, no guarantee of burst delivery is given. However, for long-haul networks
having large propagation delays higher throughput is obtained as compared to
that of OCS [18]. This decoupling of the control and data planes in space and
time, makes OBS an attractive switching paradigm by eliminating FDLs and ex-
ploiting the state-of-art electrical processing, optical transmission and switching
capabilities. Next, the end-to-end transmission scenario of OBS is explained in
detail.
2.3.1 OBS Network Architecture
In an OBS network shown in Fig 2.1, IP packets from different access networks
destined to the same egress edge node are assembled into a burst at each ingress
edge node. These burstified IP packets are recovered back by a process called
de-assembly at the edge egress node. In the meanwhile, the burst remains in
10
Figure 2.2: Timing diagram for a BCP and its burst in OBS
the optical domain as it traverses the OBS network. For that purpose, a burst
control packet (BCP) is signalled out-of-band an offset time, Toff , before the
prepared burst’s transmission as seen in Fig 2.2. This BCP is processed and
updated electronically by each intermediate core node and is used to adjust each
switching matrix on the path so that the associated burst passes by in a cut-
through manner. Toff is a function of the network topology and the average
processing time per node, ∆, of BCP in the core nodes. For a given source-
destination pair, the ingress edge node determines the number of intermediate
nodes, H, including the final egress node by source routing. Then, it calculates
the basic offset Toff as H∆. By doing so, BCP and the burst itself reaches the
egress node simultaneously. Obviously, leaving an extra time margin between
the BCP and the burst transmission relaxes this reservation mechanism against
processing delay jitter. If the OBS network cannot accommodate the burst, it is
simply dropped. Burst losses are not compensated with a backup mechanism at
the ingress nodes, hence retransmissions are left to upper layer protocols.
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Figure 2.3: Ingress node architecture of OBS
2.3.2 Burst Assembly
At ingress nodes, IP packets are sorted based on their destination addresses
and priority classes. For k destinations and n priority classes, kn queues are
maintained as shown in Fig 2.3. Various burst assembly algorithms are deployed
to create bursts out of these queues. Primary assembly algorithms are the timer
based, burst-length based and the mixed timer/burst-length based ones.
In the timer based assembly scheme [19], a timer is reset at the beginning of
each assembly cycle. When the timer reaches a timeout value, Tto, all packets
arrived in this period are packed in a burst. The choice of Tto has a significant
impact on the end-to-end network performance. A large value may not be toler-
able for the TCP layer, the most widespread transport protocol in the Internet,
whereas a small timeout may result in too small bursts increasing the switching
and control overhead of OBS. While running a timer-based assembly algorithm,
timers of different ingress nodes should be carefully de-synchronized in order to
avoid subsequent burst collisions at the core nodes.
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In burst-length based assembly scheme [20], a counter with an upper limit, l,
in bytes, for the queued packets is used instead of a timer. When l is exceeded,
enqueued packets are burstified and the counter is reset for the new coming
packets. Burst interarrival times in OBS becomes highly sensitive to fluctuations
in the packet arrival rates in this scheme. Especially under low traffic load,
packets may experience long delays due to long burst assembly periods.
These assembly algorithms can also be used together in order to get rid of
their drawbacks [21], [22]. In mixed timer/burst-length assembly algorithm, a
burst is sent out when either a timer expires or a threshold for the aggregated
burst length is reached.
Once a burst is generated, it is delayed by Toff in order to let its BCP reserve
necessary resources in advance. OBS has not been standardized yet, so BCP
format is not fixed. However it should at least convey the offset time, burst
length, destination address and the priority class information to the core nodes
for efficient resource allocation. Once fixed at the ingress node, burst length
cannot be increased to make room for the arriving packets during this offset
time as the downstream nodes cannot be informed about this update. However,
there is a proposal to add the mean number of packets arriving to the node in
the meantime, l(Toff ) to l and to make the necessary reservations accordingly.
If fewer packets than the estimated number arrive, bandwidth would be wasted.
Otherwise, delay for those packets would be reduced by an assembly period.
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Figure 2.4: An example reservation scenario for IBT
2.3.3 Burst Scheduling
Scheduler is a hardware/software holding the availability status of the output
wavelengths and managing reservations at the core nodes. It runs a burst schedul-
ing algorithm to commit wavelengths to incoming bursts. Burst scheduling algo-
rithms can be classified based on how the set-up and release information is used
in the burst scheduler [23]. This classification is given as follows.
Inband Terminator
This approach offers a relatively low complexity algorithm to the scheduler. After
an arriving BCP, the scheduler only checks the availability of wavelengths at the
time being. Succeeding connections are then explicitly terminated by a trailing
control packet indicating the end of burst transmission. Only the busy/idle states
of the wavelengths are kept within the core node. Though very simple, this type
of algorithms results in inefficient resource provisioning. A forthcoming burst
whose BCP coincides with the busy period of a channel to be freed before the
arrival instant of the burst itself is dropped which is depicted in Fig 2.4. Just-in-
time (JIT) [24], [25], [26], [27] and tell-and-go (TAG) [28] scheduling mechanisms
belong to this class.
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Figure 2.5: An example reservation scenario for RLD
Reserve Limited Duration
A more sophisticated but less wasteful burst scheduling approach incorporates
knowledge of both offset and burst length while accepting or rejecting bursts.
Horizon [29] and Latest Available Unscheduled Channel (LAUC) [30] algorithms
keep a horizon for each wavelength. Horizon is the instant after which the wave-
length will be idle. Fig 2.5 depicts that a wavelength can be assigned to a burst
if its horizon is earlier than the burst’s arrival time. If so, the horizon is updated
to the departure time of that burst which is its burst length plus offset length.
As a drawback, Horizon and LAUC inevitably leaves wasted gaps between bursts
especially when burst offsets and lengths become comparable in length.
Reserve Fixed Duration
Reserve fixed duration (RFD) algorithms are the most advanced ones which keep
record of all start and end times of burst transmissions or alternatively the gaps
in between. Instead of immediately reserving a channel to an eligible incoming
burst, a delayed reservation protocol is run by which other bursts that possibly
fit in gaps are also evaluated for the same channel as shown in Fig 2.6. Unlike
the Reserve Limited Duration scheme, RFD permits reservations not only after
the horizon but also before it. LAUC with void filling (LAUC-VF) [22] and
just-enough-time (JET) [1] are the proposals for that kind of mechanism. Also
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Figure 2.6: An example reservation scenario for RFD
variants of LAUC-VF [31], minimizing the starting (Min-SV), the ending (Min-
EV) and the total of starting and ending (Best Fit) gaps exist.
All these burst scheduling algorithms converge to each other as the offset
length in the optical network goes to zero. In [23], [32] and [33], these reservation
mechanisms are comparatively evaluated.
2.3.4 Contention Resolution
OBS suffers from contention due to its one-way reservation mechanism and
bufferless nature. Bursts may experience high loss rates due to conflicting re-
quests for the same outgoing wavelengths at the core nodes. Contention can be
resolved by uniformizing this traffic demand in either space, wavelength or time
domain. These methods remedy the shortage of resources at the expense of some
associated hardware cost.
In wavelength conversion, carrier wavelengths of the contending bursts are
changed through wavelength converters (WCs) in the optical switches before di-
rected to the output ports. The capability of full wavelength conversion (FWC) is
used for switches ensuring a one-to-one conversion among all wavelengths where
partial wavelength conversion (PWC) [34] is used for switches lacking this flexibil-
ity due to scarcity of WCs. Although FWC is advantageous for efficient sharing
of bandwidth, it increases cost and complexity of the switches. On the other
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hand, PWC cannot save a contending burst even if an idle wavelength exists
when all WCs are busy.
As a time domain resolution, bursts can be time shifted by means of FDLs
until the contention is resolved. In [35], it is claimed that FDLs should be a few
multiples of mean burst length for satisfactory loss rates. Burst durations can
range from tens of microseconds to milliseconds as far as the current switching
and processing technology is concerned, leading to fiber cable rolls of a few
to hundreds of kilometers. However, FDLs have some physical limitations in
maximum length due to chromatic dispersion and power dissipation unless fiber
amplifiers are incorporated. FDLs can be categorized into single-stage and multi-
stage structures in which delay granularity is reached by parallel fixed sized FDLs
or cascaded FDLs respectively. They are also differentiated with respect to their
positioning in the switches as feed-forward (FF) and feedback (FB) [36]. Bursts
are looped back to a previous stage of the switch in FB FDLs where they are
passed through a next stage in FF FDLs.
Wavelength conversion and buffering can be used together to effectively
workaround contention [34], [35]. In this way, less WCs and lower degree FDLs
may become sufficient. In Fig 2.7, a core node equipped with both FB FDLs and
FWC is pictured.
In deflection routing [37], [38], [39] a space domain resolution to contention,
contending bursts are forwarded to predetermined alternative ports. These bursts
follow secondary paths to their destinations. However, for high traffic load,
deflected bursts start to contend with the other bursts on their primary paths
shifting them to secondary paths as well. This trend results in sub-optimal link
utilization degrading the OBS performance. Other problems such as offset time
compensation for the new route [40], infinite loops in the network, increased
latency and out-of-order packet delivery regarding the TCP layer, should also be
taken into account while implementing deflection routing.
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Figure 2.7: A typical OBS core node
If none of these methods succeed in resolving contention, then the contending
bursts are either fully or partially dropped. Partial dropping is called burst
segmentation [41], [42], [43], where segments of either head of the contending
or the tail of the original burst are dropped. Segments are subdivisions inside
a burst consisting of several or more IP packets. Burst segmentation increases
the control overhead in bursts besides introducing small bursts into the OBS
network.
2.3.5 Quality of Service (QoS) in OBS
In the field of computer networking, QoS is the ability to generate different
priority classes among data flows by guaranteeing a certain level of performance.
In its early stages, Internet was delivering best effort traffic to users due to poor
processing power of routers. In time, emerging real-time streaming multimedia
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applications such as Voice over IP (VoIP), Video Teleconferencing (VTC) and
demand for prioritized links over the public connections have valued the QoS
concept. These applications requiring lower layer internet protocols to ensure a
minimum bit rate and a maximum delay are denominated as inelastic. On the
other hand, HTTP and FTP applications are mostly elastic as they can still keep
operating even under inferior network conditions. Possible metrics for QoS are
end-to-end network delay, delay jitter, bit error rate, frequency of out of packet
delivery and packet loss rate.
In OBS, end-to-end delay of a packet between the ingress and the egress
nodes is Tass (burst assembly delay) + Toff (offset delay of the burst) + Ttrans
(transmission delay of the burst) + Tprop (end-to-end propagation delay of the
network) + Tde−ass (burst de-assembly delay) assuming no FDLs are used inside
the core network. Ttrans, which is negligible in optical communications, and
Tprop are common to traditional networks as well. Remaining Tass, Toff and
Tde−ass are design parameters of OBS which can be fine-tuned for a specific QoS
class. Moreover, bursts do not experience highly varying delays in OBS. In the
absence of queuing at the core nodes, delay jitter is mainly affected by the burst
assembly period Tass which can also be kept constant by running timer-based
burst assembly algorithms. Probability of bit error in optical transmission is
far too low as compared to electronic transmission. Also, out-of-order packet
delivery which deteriorates the end users’ TCP performance can be avoided if
deflection routing and FDL usage are omitted for contention resolution. Then
remains the major problem of OBS, high burst loss rates caused by contention.
Increasing buffer capacity in electronic networks is the ultimate solution to avoid
packet loss. However, it is not applicable to OBS. Thus some other methods
have been proposed in the literature to resolve contention. These contention
resolution schemes can be modified to favor one class of burst against another
so that multiple QoS classes are supported by an OBS network. Next some of
them are qualitatively discussed with their pros and cons.
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Figure 2.8: An example scenario for offset-based QoS
Offset Based Differentiation
Intuitively, privilege to make reservation for a further moment in time than the
other competing agents, increases the chance of finding an available resource for
that moment. Similarly, in offset based differentiation [44], [45], a high priority
ready-to-transmit burst is delayed by an extra QoS offset, TQoS, in addition
to its basic offset Toff . It is shown in [44] that, when TQoS is in the order
of a few mean low priority burst length, llp, considerable degree of isolation
between high and low priority class bursts can be achieved. Especially, when
TQoS exceeds the maximum burst length plus the maximum offset length of low
priority bursts, high priority bursts no more see any low priority bursts and
perfect isolation between classes is achieved at the expanse of increased end-to-
end delay. However, this strategy does not scale in the number of supported QoS
classes, as extra offsets grow exponentially w.t.o prioritization degree. These
large QoS offsets which are very sensitive to llp, may not be balanced out by the
attained low blocking rates for high priority classes [46].
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From the low priority perspective, they try to fit in the gaps created by
high priority bursts as shown in Fig 2.8. Hence usage of RFD based scheduling
algorithms such as LAUC-VF or JET becomes a must. This QoS scheme also
leads to a length selective characteristic of OBS favoring smaller low priority
bursts having more chance to fit in small gaps left by the high priority bursts.
Intentional Burst Dropping
A distributed admission control mechanism called intentional burst dropping is
introduced in [47] as an alternative to offset based differentiation. It actively
controls the proportional burst drop rates at each core node and proportional
assembly delay at each ingress node. Since no extra QoS offset is used, total
network delay mainly consists of the assembly time. In this work, qi and si are
chosen for the QoS metric and the differentiation factor of the i-th priority class
respectively. Then an algorithm is proposed to satisfy the following relation:
qi
qj
=
si
sj
. (2.1)
In the algorithm, arrival and loss statistics of each QoS class are recorded at the
core nodes and as long as a class is under its proportional loss rate, the bursts in
that class are intentionally dropped. A core node performing this functionality
is shown in Fig 2.9. Similarly delay statistics of IP packets at the ingress nodes
are used to provide with a proportional QoS for delay.
This technique proactively discards lower priority bursts before contention.
When no higher priority burst arrives to the node, then that lower priority bursts
would have been needlessly discarded reducing the wavelength utilization. Also,
since no absolute QoS is delivered to the bursts, loss rates of individual priority
classes have great impact on the overall loss rates.
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Figure 2.9: Functional block diagram of a core node for intentional burst drop-
ping based QoS
Burst Segmentation and Deflection
[42] develops a QoS policy incorporating both tail-segmentation and deflection
as follows. Contending high priority bursts always segment the in-service low
priority bursts regardless of their length. The segmented part of the low priority
bursts are then deflected through an alternative port if available, otherwise, they
are dropped. Low priority bursts are entirely deflected or dropped when they
contend high priority bursts. Intra-class contentions between the contending
burst and the remaining part of the original burst are resolved by prioritizing
the longer one according to the aforementioned rules. While dropping the tail of
a burst, reconfiguration time of the switching matrix should also be considered
as shown in Fig. 2.10. It is clear from the figure that, lower switching time results
in less segment losses from the in-service burst increasing the efficiency of this
contention resolution scheme.
Like in intentional dropping, high priority bursts do not experience a signifi-
cant network delay in burst segmentation and deflection. Full isolation between
QoS classes can be achieved. However, as the network load increases the carried
traffic tends to be comprised of small fragmented bursts which in turn increases
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Figure 2.10: An example scenario for burst segmentation based QoS
the switching overhead. Also significant complexity is imposed on the core nodes
as they have to make on-the-fly segmentation, prepare new BCPs for the new
segments, and send trailer packets for the original bursts in order to inform
downstream nodes about the segmentation.
Priority Scheduling
Priority scheduling, also referred as priority queue based differentiation in [48],
is managing burst transmission requests according to their priority levels rather
than a first-come-first-serve basis. In [49], a generalized LAUC-VF (G-LAUC-
VF) algorithm is proposed in which BCPs of different QoS classes are separately
queued at each core node. After regular time periods called slots, the schedulers
at the optical nodes serve these BCP queues by executing the legacy LAUC-VF
algorithm beginning from the highest priority to the lowest one. Hereby, each
QoS class is given a strict priority over the lower ones within a slot. By building
G-LAUC-VF on top of LAUC-VF, the algorithm is kept at a feasible complexity,
but additional processing delays are introduced especially to lower priority burts.
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2.3.6 Synchronous OBS
A comprehensive overview of OBS is given for its asynchronous mode of operation
in the previous sections. Like every communication system, OBS can receive and
transmit data synchronously in data slots. Data slots are separated by a guard
time period to allow for switching matrix state transitions and to handle syn-
chronization errors caused by chromatic dispersion, desynchronized local clocks,
etc. Time-sliced OBS (TSOBS), Slotted OBS (SOBS), Time-synchronized OBS
(SynOBS) have been the main three variants of synchronous OBS introduced in
the literature so far and are briefly introduced next.
TSOBS
In TSOBS [50], burst transmissions are time-division-multiplexed (TDM) in or-
der to break the dependency on costly WCs (wavelength converters) [51] for
statistical sharing of available bandwidth. Hereby, TSOBS replaces switching
in wavelength domain with switching in time domain. Data wavelengths carry
bursts over repeating frames which are subdivided into fixed size time slots. A
time slot at a fixed position within consecutive frames is called a channel. Burst
switching in TSOBS corresponds to assigning an outgoing time slot to an in-
coming burst. This requires the ability to change the burst’s channel making
the optical buffering in TSOBS switches/routers mandatory. Optical time slot
interchangers (OTSIs) are the blocks used to perform this functionality. The
amount of FDLs inside, the size of the internal crossbar and the average number
of switchings per burst are key design criteria for OTSIs.
TSOBS has a very similar transmission protocol compared to traditional OBS.
It retains the one-way reservation scheme with dedicated control plane carrying
the BCPs (so-called burst header cell, BHC in [50]). BCPs are transmitted
an offset time ahead of the bursts and they contain the destination address,
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Figure 2.11: BCP and burst transmissions in SOBS
wavelength, channel, offset and the length of the incoming burst. Offset and
length are measured in terms of frames. Since TSOBS is out of the scope of this
thesis, it will not be discussed further.
SOBS
In SOBS [11], data and control plane are divided into time slots, where bursts
can be of either a single or a multiple number of slots in duration. Control plane
is further divided into smaller slots in order to accommodate smaller sized control
packets. Despite of this definition, control plane can be operated asynchronously
since synchronizing very small slots may have diminishing return due to stringent
timing requirements and guard time inefficiency. Fig. 2.11 demonstrates a typical
transmission scenario in SOBS. Unlike TSOBS, wavelength conversion is used
for resource multiplexing instead of TDM. SOBS is the discrete counterpart of
asynchronous OBS. This relation is analogous to the one between the well-known
slotted ALOHA and ALOHA.
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As soon as a burst is assembled at an ingress node of the SOBS network, a
BCP is sent in a control plane slot through the network to setup the optical path
at each core node in advance. Then in the closest data slot after the required basic
offset time for header processing at the intermediate nodes, burst transmission
is started. Depending on the assembly algorithm, bursts are allowed to vary in
size. A BCP of SOBS network carries information about the destination address,
length, offset time and the carrier wavelength of the burst to the core nodes.
Scheduling algorithms as well as contention resolution schemes of traditional
asynchronous OBS networks are still applicable to SOBS networks.
SynOBS
SynOBS [52] is another synchronous mode of OBS in which bursts have single
slot duration and wavelength conversion is enabled to increase the multiplexing
capacity of the optical network. SynOBS is a convergence of SOBS and TSOBS
as far as these two changes are respectively considered. The choice of the slot
duration in SynOBS is an optimization problem and analyzed in [53]. Decreasing
the slot length decreases the link efficiency as guard period becomes comparable
with the slot period. On the other hand, increasing the slot length increases the
chance of partially filled slots generated by the burst assembly algorithm.
Comparison of Synchronous and Asynchronous OBS
Both synchronous and asynchronous OBS have advantages and disadvantages on
their own right. These are listed as follows.
1. Asynchronous OBS, being relatively easy to implement, has high blocking
probability due to its unpredictable burst arrival characteristics. For ex-
ample, one of the two bursts destined to the same channel may be entirely
dropped even if they are partially overlapped. This certainly reduces the
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link efficiency in OBS networks. To the contrary, in SynOBS, contending
bursts either completely or never overlap with each other. SOBS lies in be-
tween SynOBS and asynchronous OBS in terms of blocking performance,
since bursts may be spread over multiple slots.
2. Synchronous OBS networks have a well-known synchronization problem of
incoming bursts, as out-of-phase arrivals to the switching matrix are not
acceptable. Temperature variations and chromatic dispersion [54] along
fiber links are two main reasons for such phase differences between the car-
rier wavelengths. As a typical example for chromatic dispersion, a delay
variation of 20ps/nm/km results in 2.4 microseconds delay between two
wavelengths having 120 nm spectral distance over a 1000 km fiber cable.
Propagation delay of light further differs in 1.2 microseconds for a tempera-
ture gradient of 30 ◦C over the same fiber with a 40/ps/◦C/km delay vari-
ation. However, delay compensators can be used to remove these physical
impairments since they are quite static w.r.t. time. Clock synchronization
among the network is another issue that should also be well taken care of.
As a final remedy, guard periods are left between the data slots improving
the stability of the synchronous OBS networks at the expense of reduced
link utilization.
3. IP packets gathered from synchronous and asynchronous access networks
are subject to a delay of Tass, assembly delay, at the edge of the OBS net-
works. In addition to Tass, in synchronous OBS, they experience another
delay before their encapsulating bursts are injected into the network. As
bursts are transmitted only at the slot boundaries, a burst whose aggre-
gation finishes just after a slot edge is transmitted after a full slot period.
For a fixed burst length, slots of SynOBS are multiples of that of SOBS
having a multiplicative effect on this additional latency of bursts at the net-
work edges. Diminishing slot length in SynOBS, can reduce this latency
at the expense of reduced link utilization due to guard periods between
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slots [53]. On the other hand, in traditional asynchronous OBS networks
ready bursts can immediately be sent into the network a basic offset time
after their BCPs.
4. Synchronous arrivals of bursts mitigate the effect of internal blocking of
optical switches [13], [55]. More specifically a rearrangably non-blocking
switch can be made to function as a strictly non-blocking one in a Syn-
OBS network. Once configured on the slot boundary, no further update
is needed until the next slot, which is not the case in asynchronous OBS.
Hence less stringent connectivity requirements can be imposed on switches
which in turn may decrease the inefficiency originating from the synchro-
nization. SOBS has a relatively small loss performance improvement over
asynchronous OBS as compared to SynOBS.
5. A major cost of synchronous operation in OBS is the necessity of additional
fiber delay lines (FDL) appended to each link [13]. However if the slot
length is chosen to be small, the required FDL length will be small as well.
On the other hand, decreasing the size of a slot has a drawback if the bursts
are transmitted only in a single slot (SynOBS), since the guard periods
for switching will cause inefficiency in the link utilization. At this point,
taking burst lengths a few multiples of the slot lengths hence adjusting the
granularity of these slots independent of the burst length may be desirable.
6. In synchronous OBS, the scheduler always has the freedom of serving the
higher priority bursts first. As it receives the BCPs for a specific slot,
the scheduler of the core node can reconfigure the switching matrix so that
available resources are all offered to high priority bursts. This scheme is de-
noted as priority scheduling throughout this paper [13]. Priority scheduling
is not well-suited to asynchronous OBS because of its unpredictable burst
arrival times. On the other hand, it certainly does not fully isolate the
QoS classes in SOBS, since lower priority bursts in service still can block
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higher priority ones if the burst lengths are of multiple data slots and no
segmentation based technique is deployed. Unlike SOBS, SynOBS takes
full advantage of priority scheduling in isolating the QoS classes.
7. In synchronous OBS, the timing information is always in the units of slots.
[13]. However, in asynchronous OBS, control packets have to carry the
exact time of burst arrival and burst length which requires space in bytes.
Shorter control packets in synchronous OBS, reduces the level of control
plane congestion.
8. A SOBS node needs to make scheduling decisions for all bursts coming
in a given slot. Since the time required to run a scheduling algorithm is
rather limited, it might be appropriate to reduce the number of bursts for
which a scheduling decision is to be made. A reduction factor of burst
length is possible for SOBS relative to SynOBS as long as the traffic load
of the network is kept constant. In asynchronous OBS, scheduling is done
continuously relaxing the timing requirements of the scheduling algorithms.
In this thesis, we concentrate on the SOBS paradigm where burst length to
slot length ratio is nonunity. In the next Chapter, we present a Markov chain
based framework for the analysis of a classless SOBS node and seek performance
gains of SOBS over asynchronous OBS. In the other chapter, we extend this
framework to the analysis of QoS with priority scheduling and unity-offset; ana-
lyze the scenario when both priority scheduling and unity offset-based QoS dif-
ferentiation is employed; and use regression to approximate the case of nonunity
offsets.
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Chapter 3
Burst Blocking Probability
Analysis of a Classless SOBS
Node
In this chapter, the SOBS node whose data stream is depicted in Fig. 2.11 is
modeled. For this node, we assume all BCPs arrive according to a Poisson process
with rate λ where each BCP corresponds to a burst with a constant length of
L data slots. This assumption implies that the burst offsets due to processing
delays at intermediate core nodes should be much smaller than a single data slot.
As the optical node resembles a first-in-first-out server with this assumption, all
three scheduling algorithms introduced in Section 2.3.3 prove to be equivalently
efficient. However, RLD based Horizon algorithm is chosen as the framework of
this study as it is simple but suitable for handling non-negligible offsets between
the BCP-burst couples. We further assume FWC (full wavelength conversion)
capability among the W wavelengths of the core node, meaning that bursts
on any incoming wavelength are eligible to be switched through any outgoing
idle wavelength. As will be clear in this section, FWC removes the necessity
for individually tracking wavelengths and allows to group the ones having the
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same horizon while constructing the Markov chain. Other contention resolution
methods such as deflection routing, segmentation and FDL usage are beyond the
scope of this thesis.
3.1 Markov Chain Model
For the described optical node, there are at most L different groups of horizon
each of which is denoted as si, where si is the number of channels that will be
occupied for i slot(s) from the current slot and i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , L− 2, L− 1}. s0 is
the number of idle channels in the current slot. Since an immediately scheduled
burst will have L − 1 slots left to be transmitted on the next slot epoch, upper
limit for i is L − 1. A state s¯ of the L-dimensional Markov chain Q can be
written as s¯ = (s0, s1, . . . , sL−2, sL−1), where s¯ is the descriptor of the optical
node in terms of the availability status of its wavelengths w.r.t. time. The total
number of states of Q, N , is given by the number of distinct solutions to
L−1∑
i=0
si = W, (3.1)
where si ≥ 0. N can be calculated from (3.1) as
N =
(
W + L− 1
W
)
. (3.2)
Each solution of (3.1) is a state s¯ of the Markov chain Q. Note that, if
FWC assumption were not used, Markov chain model of the system would have
a reachable state space size of LW . However, FWC capability of the SOBS node
allows grouping of wavelengths and thus reduces this state space size to N . For
W = 10 and L = 5, LW and N are equal to 9765625 and 1001 respectively.
Once states are enumerated according to (3.1), the transition matrix TN×N
of Q can be calculated from Table 3.1 where all possible transitions from a state
s¯ conditioned on its substate s0 are shown. Transition conditions in this table
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Current State s¯[n] = (s0, s1, . . . , sL−2, sL−1)
Next State s¯[n+ 1] = Transition Condition Transition Probability
(s0 + s1 − i, s2, . . . , sL−1, i) i < s0 q(i)
(s1, s2, . . . , sL−1, s0) ∀i ≥ s0
∞∑
k=s0
q(k) = X(s0−1)
Table 3.1: State transitions from a given state s¯ of the Markov chain Q of a
classless SOBS node
indicates that as long as incoming number of bursts, i, is less than the available
number of channels, s0, sL−1 becomes i. Otherwise, excessive bursts are dropped
keeping sL−1 at a maximum of s0. Another action in state transitions is the
left-shifting of all states. Since each transition occurs between subsequent data
slots, this shift operation corresponds to advancing in time. The number of burst
arrivals in a slot is Poisson distributed with rate λ and the transition probabilities
in Table 3.1 are expressed in terms of its PMF, CDF and complementary CDF
(CCDF) functions which are respectively defined as:
q(i) :=
e−λλi
i!
, (3.3)
F(k) :=
k∑
i=0
q(i), (3.4)
X(k) :=
∞∑
i=k+1
q(i). (3.5)
Q is irreducible, since every state s¯ = (s0, s1, . . . , sL−2, sL−1) communicates
with every other state s¯′ = (s0′, s1′, . . . , sL−2′, sL−1′) in Q, whose proof is as
follows. With probability q(0)
L−1, no burst arrives to the system in L − 1
consequent data slots, which corresponds to an L − 1 step transition to the
state s¯ = (W, 0, . . . , 0, 0). Then, with probability q(s1′)q(s2′) . . . q(sL−2′)q(sL−1′), s
1′
up to sL−1′ number of bursts arrive to the system in the next L − 1 conse-
quent data slots corresponding to an L − 1 step state transition to the sate
s¯′ = (s0′, s1′, . . . , sL−2′, sL−1′). In Q, the state s¯ = (W, 0, . . . , 0, 0) has a transi-
tion to itself with probability q(0), which means this state is aperiodic. For an
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irreducible Markov chain, it is a sufficient condition to have one aperiodic state
to be aperiodic. Therefore, Q is also an aperiodic Markov chain.
Let pi be the equilibrium distribution of this aperiodic and irreducible Markov
chain Q, and pi(s¯), where s¯ ∈ Q, be the steady state probability of state s¯. Then
the following equations must be satisfied:
piT = pi, (3.6)∑
s¯∈Q
pi(s¯) = 1. (3.7)
Burst blocking (loss) probability of this optical node is then given by
Ploss =
E{ # of burst drops in a slot }
E{ # of burst arrivals in a slot } =
∑
s¯∈Q
pi(s¯)µ(s¯)
λ
, (3.8)
where µ(s¯) is the expected number of burst drops in a definite state s¯ =
(s0, s1, . . . , sL−2, sL−1) which is given by
µ(s¯) =
∞∑
i=s0+1
q(i)(i− s0) (3.9)
=
∞∑
i=s0+1
e−λλi
i!
i− s0
∞∑
i=s0+1
qi
=
∞∑
m=s0
e−λλm+1
m!
− s0
∞∑
i=s0+1
qi
= λX(s0−1) − s0X(s0).
Figure 3.1 is an example Markov chain model of a classless core SOBS node
with W = 3 and L = 2. Figure 3.2 shows how state transitions occur in this
Markov chain for a series of burst arrivals. In Figure 3.2, wavelength occupancy is
shown both before and after the slot boundaries. However, the presented Markov
chain only keeps track of the former one saving from one redundant state. As
seen in the figure, none of the server’s horizon extends beyond one slot when
observed before the slot boundaries, while it is not true otherwise.
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Figure 3.1: An example Markov chain with W = 3 and L = 2
Since parameter L is the ratio of the burst length to the slot length, variations
in L can also be interpreted as variations in the slot duration. In this part
of our analysis, we seek the effect of slot granularity over the burst blocking
probability. In other words, we assess the penalty of spreading bursts over several
slots while keeping their absolute length constant. In the limiting case where slot
length becomes infinitesimal, the SOBS node under consideration behaves as an
M/M/C/C loss system with C = W servers and offered load ρ = λ/W ; λ
corresponds to the burst arrival rate when burst duration equals slot duration
(i.e., L = 1).
In the pure slotted case (SynOBS), where L = 1, the Markov chain Q has a
single state according to (3.1) in which all wavelengths are available. In this net-
work configuration, burst transmissions last only one slot and the whole system
returns to its idle state on every slot epoch. The burst blocking probability for
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Figure 3.2: Timing diagram of the SOBS node in Fig. 3.1
this case is given by the simplified version of (3.8) as follows:
Ploss =
µ(s¯)
λ
=
λX(W−1) −WX(W )
λ
. (3.10)
(3.10) is also derived by [12] for the performance analysis of a core SynOBS
node without FDLs. When L is larger than 1, in order to keep ρ constant the
following equation is used to derive λ of the corresponding system:
λ =
ρW
L
. (3.11)
.
3.2 Numerical Results
In this chapter, we have presented a Markov chain model for a core SOBS node
with burst transmissions lasting either a single-slot (pure-slotted) or multi-slots.
In Figure 3.3, the proposed analytical model is tested against simulations for
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Figure 3.3: Analytical and simulation results for burst loss probabilities of a
classless SOBS node
various L, W and ρ. All numerical evaluations and corresponding simulations of
the analytical models throughout this thesis are done in C/C++ programming
language and for linear algebra computations an open source package [56] is used.
We graphically compare the burst blocking probabilities of the M/M/C/C
(slot length=0), the pure-slotted (slot length=L) and the multi-slotted servers
with different slot durations in Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) for W = 2 and W = 8,
respectively. As expected, irrespective of traffic load and number of wavelengths,
there is a convergence of the multi-slotted server to the M/M/C/C server as the
slot length becomes smaller and smaller. Definitely as the arrival characteristics
of bursts become more unpredictable, burst blocking probability of the node in-
creases which is the observed trend in the figures. To the contrary, as the slot
length reaches the burst length, server attains its lowest burst blocking probabil-
ity. Both Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b), yield a gap between the two distinct mode
of operations less than an order of magnitude. It is seen form the results that
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the performance of the multi-slotted server lies in between the pure-slotted and
the M/M/C/C servers.
In Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b), blocking probabilities are plotted as a function of
the effective burst length, L, which is the burst length divided by the slot length.
Dashed lines above each curve are drawn for the correspondingM/M/C/C server
performance. These figures reveal that the proportional gap between pure-slotted
server and M/M/C/C server increases as the wavelength W increases and load
ρ decreases. Consequently, performance gain of synchronizing the OBS network
is more prominent for lower loss rates. In Figure 3.5(a), note that an SOBS
configuration of W = 6 and L = 2 yields the same performance with that of
the asynchronous OBS having W = 8. A similar observation can be made in
Figure 3.5(b), as an SOBS node provides with a lower loss rate as compared to
an asynchronous OBS. In other words, an SOBS node can carry higher volumes
of traffic than an asynchronous OBS with the same Ploss.
Presenting the analysis results for the multi-slotted system, possible QoS
methods for SOBS are analyzed using the Markov chain models in the next
chapter.
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Figure 3.4: Burst loss probabilities of a classless SOBS node for different values
of slot length
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Figure 3.5: Burst loss probabilities of a classless SOBS node for different values
of number of wavelengths, W , and traffic load, ρ
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Chapter 4
Burst Blocking Probability
Analysis of a Two-Class SOBS
Node
In this chapter, we generalize our classless OBS network assumption to a two-
class network in which two distinct priority classes namely high priority (h.p.)
and low priority (l.p.) exist. Analysis of multi-class SOBS networks where more
than two QoS classes are supported are left beyond the scope of this thesis. In
the SOBS network model, IP packets belonging to high and low priority traffic
are aggregated into separate bursts of equal length at the ingress nodes. BCP
signaling and burst scheduling are done according to the preferred QoS scheme.
It is assumed that the number of high and low priority BCP arrivals in each slot
are independent and Poisson distributed with rates λh and λl, respectively. For
convenience, the same notation with Chapter 3 is preserved for PMF, CDF and
CCDF functions of low and high priority BCP arrivals but with superscripts l
and h respectively. This notation is replicated for other intermediate definitions
when necessary.
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4.1 Priority Scheduling Based QoS
In this QoS scheme, synchronous mode of operation is exploited making the
schedulers of the optical nodes serve the h.p. bursts first and then let l.p. bursts
use the remaining resources just as described in Section 2.3.5. Reservation re-
quests for the upcoming slots are stored for a while and simultaneously evaluated.
As a result, l.p. bursts are strictly prevented from blocking the h.p. ones arriving
at the same slot.
Since both classes of bursts demand a service for L slots, regardless of the
choice of scheduler between these QoS classes, the same transitions will occur
between the states of the Markov chain Q presented in Section 3.1. Replacing λ
with λh+λl in (3.3), T can again be calculated from Table 3.1. Number of states
in Q is still given by the number of distinct solutions to (3.1). Prioritization
takes its effect while calculating the corresponding drop probabilities from the
resulting steady state probability distribution as follows. The loss probability for
h.p. bursts is given by
P hloss =
∑
s¯∈Q
pi(s¯)µh(s¯)
λh
, (4.1)
where
µh(s¯) =
∞∑
i=s0+1
qh(i)(i− s0) (4.2)
= λhX
h
(s0−1) − s0Xh(s0).
(4.1) is the same as (3.8), since h.p. bursts experience the full availability of
the resources as in the case of a classless network. On the other hand, the loss
probability for l.p. bursts is given by
P lloss =
∑
s¯∈Q
pi(s¯)µl(s¯)
λl
, (4.3)
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where
µl(s¯) =
s0−1∑
k=0
qh(k)
∞∑
i=s0−k+1
ql(i)[i− (s0 − k)] (4.4)
+
∞∑
k=s0
qh(k)λl
=
s0−1∑
k=0
qh(k)[λlX
l
(s0−k−1) − (s0 − k)X l(s0−k)]
+λlX
h
(s0−1).
The calculation of loss probability for l.p. bursts is slightly different since it is
conditioned on h.p. arrivals in a slot as seen in (4.4). First summation term in
this equation corresponds to the h.p. burst arrivals in the interval of [0, s0−1] for
which at least one channel remains for l.p. bursts after h.p. scheduling, whereas
the second term corresponds to the number of h.p. burst arrivals in the interval
of [s0,∞] exceeding all available channels and dropping all l.p. bursts.
Offset based QoS is widely used in the literature for asynchronous OBS net-
works. In the next section, we introduce and analyze its modified version for
SOBS networks.
4.2 Unity-Offset Based QoS
Delaying burst transmission for a predetermined number of slots to ensure a
higher probability of finding an available wavelength is one of the candidate QoS
mechanisms. With no doubt, setting this QoS offset to L, absolute differentiation
between h.p. and l.p. bursts can be guaranteed in an SOBS network. However,
this may not be an appropriate strategy for delay sensitive applications. In this
study, the QoS offset is confined to a single data slot and its effect is investigated
for varying L which is of several data slots. In Section 4.4, we show that this
analysis can be used to approximate nonunity offset cases as well. Note that,
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the execution of a Reserve Limited Duration based scheduling algorithm such as
Horizon is essential in order to maintain offset based QoS.
In Section 3.1, while preparing Table 3.1, identicalness of the bursts from the
view point of the optical scheduler is exploited. This property which is valid
even in the case of priority scheduling based QoS is no longer applicable to offset
based QoS. Offset based differentiation does not rely on explicit choice of the
scheduler on bursts. Prioritization is inherent in the superiority of h.p. bursts
in reserving wavelengths that will be available one slot after their BCP arrivals.
Although burst arrivals are synchronous, BCPs traversing the SOBS network in a
separate control channel can be treated as asynchronous. Therefore the scheduler
is considered to process them in a random fashion on a first-come-first-serve basis.
This randomization could be achieved by taking all permutations of h.p. and l.p.
bursts for a given number of arrivals and the corresponding state transitions into
consideration. However, that kind of an approach would have a great impact
on the scalability of the Markov chain as W and L increase. Therefore, we
randomize the processing orders of the h.p. and l.p. bursts by transforming
the states of Q such that they are updated on the BCP arrival epochs rather
than the data slot epochs. In such a structure, at most one burst being either
h.p. or l.p. arrives to the system during state transitions. The probabilities
associated with these arrivals are well-adjusted such that the resulting arrival
process matches with the Poisson process of the BCP arrivals. If the assumed
BCP arrival process were geometrically distributed, then we would safely choose
a static burst arrival probability, say α, for each state of the Markov chain.
Then 1 − α would become the probability for end of arrivals. However, we
could only match the first order statistic (i.e., mean value of burst arrivals in
a slot) of a Poisson distribution with a single parameter α and this would be a
rough approximation. In order to skillfully mimic the Poisson distribution we
prefer to use a 2-phase PH type distribution whose Markov chain is shown in
Figure 4.1. P 0 is the absorbing state of this 2-phase acyclic PH type distribution
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Figure 4.1: Markov chain for 2-phase acyclic PH type distribution
and beginning from this sate all transitions destined to either P 1 or P 2 represents
a burst arrival. Transitions to P 0, corresponds to end of arrivals for that slot.
Similarly the transition probability α0 associated with the transition from P
0 to
itself gives the probability that no bursts arrive to the core node for that slot.
A similar PH type distribution is elaborately analyzed in [16] to formulate the
high-order moment matching problem. In this work, this distribution is used to
model the non zero discrete time to absorption, denoted by the random variable
M . In other words, M is the random variable for the number of cycles starting
from either P 1 or P 2 and ending in P 0. However, in this work M is interpreted
as the number of burst arrivals in a slot which is Poisson distributed. Obviously,
there is a non-zero probability associated with the case for which no burst arrives.
Hence, an additional transition from absorbing state P 0 to itself is defined with
a non zero probability of α0. Propagating this change throughout the analysis
performed in [16], we have calculated the transition probabilities of this PH type
distribution so that the first two moments of a given Poisson distribution is
perfectly matched with a minimized deviation in the third moment. Details of
this moment matching process are presented in Appendix A.
We now discuss how this PH type distribution is deployed in the main-
stream Markov chain. Q2 being the Markov chain of this system, s¯2 =
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(s0, s1, . . . , sL, sL+1, P i) gives the general description of its states. As compared
to the state structure presented in Section 3.1, dimensionality of the state vec-
tor s¯2 is increased by concatenating 3 more substates sL, sL+1 and P i, where
i = 0, 1, 2 to s¯, accounting for both the extra QoS offset associated with h.p.
bursts and the randomness in the scheduling orders of h.p. and l.p. bursts.
In Q2, probability of an arrival event depends solely on the last substate P i.
Bernoulli trials are then used to generate the priority classes from those arrivals.
In offset based QoS, maximum observable horizon by the incoming bursts ex-
tends from L− 1 to L as compared to the classless SOBS due to the unity QoS
offset of h.p. bursts. Other than the corresponding state sL, an extra state sL+1
is used whose necessity is explained below together with the scheduling policies
applied.
• On a transition to absorbing state P 0, every state si transfers its content to
the previous state si−1 which means advancing in time. By this evolution,
sL+1 becomes 0 and s0 becomes s0 + s1.
• H.p. bursts are assumed to arrive one slot after their control packets.
Hence Q2 evolves trying to reserve an s1 wavelength first and then an
s0 wavelength if s1 = 0. If both states are vacant, the burst is blocked.
Otherwise sL+1 is incremented by one. sL+1 is the substate temporarily
holding h.p. bursts until a transition to the absorbing state P 0 occurs.
This transition represents the end of arrivals for that slot.
• L.p. bursts are assumed to arrive synchronously with their control packets.
Hence Q2 evolves trying to reserve an s0 wavelength. If s0 = 0, the l.p.
burst is blocked. Otherwise sL is incremented by one. sL holds both the
previously transferred content of sL+1 and currently scheduled l.p. bursts
until the absorption time.
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Based on these guidelines, state transitions are explicitly tabulated in Ta-
bles 4.1, 4.3 and 4.2. The parameter set {α0, α1, α2, β1, β2} used in these tables
are state transition probabilities of the PH type distribution (Figure 4.1) embed-
ded in the Markov chain Q2 and ph and pl are defined as
ph := P{ an arriving burst belongs to h.p. class } = λh
λh + λl
,
pl := P{ an arriving burst belongs to l.p. class } = λl
λh + λl
.
Current State s¯2[n] = (s0, s1, . . . , sL, 0, P 0)
Next State s¯2[n+ 1] = Transition Condition Transition Probability
(s0 + s1, s2, . . . , sL, 0, 0, P 0) α0
(s0 − 1, s1, . . . , sL + 1, 0, P 1) s0 > 0 α1pl
(s0, s1, . . . , sL, 0, P 1) s0 = 0 α1pl
(s0 − 1, s1, . . . , sL + 1, 0, P 2) s0 > 0 α2pl
(s0, s1, . . . , sL, 0, P 2) s0 = 0 α2pl
(s0, s1 − 1, . . . , sL, 1, P 1) s1 > 0 α1ph
(s0 − 1, s1, . . . , sL, 1, P 1) s1 = 0, s0 > 0 α1ph
(s0, s1, . . . , sL, 0, P 1) s1 = 0, s0 = 0 α1ph
(s0, s1 − 1, . . . , sL, 1, P 2) s1 > 0 α2ph
(s0 − 1, s1, . . . , sL, 1, P 2) s1 = 0, s0 > 0 α2ph
(s0, s1, . . . , sL, 0, P 2) s1 = 0, s0 = 0 α2ph
Table 4.1: State transitions from a given state s¯2, where P 0 ∈ s¯2, of the Markov
chain Q2 for unity-offset based differentiation
Total number of states in Q2 is denoted by N2. Equation (3.1), with upper
limits L, L+1 and L+1 has to be satisfied for states P 0, P 1 and P 2 respectively.
P 0 depicts that no burst has arrived to the optical node from the beginning of a
slot. Thus, sL+1 holding the number of h.p. bursts arriving in that slot is always
zero (Table 4.1) explaining the lower upper limit for P 0. The following equation
gives the state count of Q2. As seen, the number of phases of the chosen PH type
distribution approximately comes in a multiplicative factor in the calculation of
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Current State s¯2[n] = (s0, s1, . . . , sL, sL+1, P 1)
Next State s¯2[n+ 1] = Transition Condition Transition Probability
(s0 + s1, s2, . . . , sL, sL+1, 0, P 0) β1
(s0 − 1, s1, . . . , sL + 1, sL+1, P 1) s0 > 0 (1− β1)pl
(s0, s1, . . . , sL, sL+1, P 1) s0 = 0 (1− β1)pl
(s0, s1 − 1, . . . , sL, sL+1 + 1, P 1) s1 > 0 (1− β1)ph
(s0 − 1, s1, . . . , sL, sL+1 + 1, P 1) s1 = 0, s0 > 0 (1− β1)ph
(s0, s1, . . . , sL, sL+1, P 1) s1 = 0, s0 = 0 (1− β1)ph
Table 4.2: State transitions from a given state s¯2, where P 1 ∈ s¯2, of the Markov
chain Q2 for unity-offset based differentiation
N2:
N2 =
(
W + L
W
)
+
(
W + L+ 1
W
)
+
(
W + L+ 1
W
)
. (4.5)
Let T 2 be the state transition matrix of Q2 and pi(s¯2), where s¯2 ∈ Q2, be the
steady state probability of a definite state s¯2. Then blocking probabilities of h.p.
and l.p. classes are found using the following notation:
e(s¯2) := P{ an arrival occurs in state s¯2 }
γh(s¯2) := P{ an arriving h.p. burst is blocked in state s¯2 }
γl(s¯2) := P{ an arriving l.p. burst is blocked in state s¯2 }
P hloss =
∑
s¯2∈Q2
pi(s¯2)γh(s¯2)e(s¯2)ph∑
s¯2∈Q2
pi(s¯2)e(s¯2)ph
=
∑
s¯2∈Q2
pi(s¯2)γh(s¯2)e(s¯2)∑
s¯2∈Q2
pi(s¯2)e(s¯2)
,
where
γh(s¯2) =
 1 if s0 + s1 = 00 o.w, (4.6)
e(s¯2) =

1− α0 if P 0 ∈ s¯2
1− β1 if P 1 ∈ s¯2
1 if P 2 ∈ s¯2.
(4.7)
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Current State s¯2[n] = (s0, s1, . . . , sL, sL+1, P 2)
Next State s¯2[n+ 1] = Transition Condition Transition Probability
(s0 − 1, s1, . . . , sL + 1, sL+1, P 2) s0 > 0 (1− β2)pl
(s0, s1, . . . , sL, sL+1, P 2) s0 = 0 (1− β2)pl
(s0 − 1, s1, . . . , sL + 1, sL+1, P 1) s0 > 0 β2pl
(s0, s1, . . . , sL, sL+1, P 1) s0 = 0 β2pl
(s0, s1 − 1, . . . , sL, sL+1 + 1, P 2) s1 > 0 (1− β2)ph
(s0 − 1, s1, . . . , sL, sL+1 + 1, P 2) s1 = 0, s0 > 0 (1− β2)ph
(s0, s1, . . . , sL, sL+1, P 2) s1 = 0, s0 = 0 (1− β2)ph
(s0, s1 − 1, . . . , sL, sL+1 + 1, P 1) s1 > 0 β2ph
(s0 − 1, s1, . . . , sL, sL+1 + 1, P 1) s1 = 0, s0 > 0 β2ph
(s0, s1, . . . , sL, sL+1, P 1) s1 = 0, s0 = 0 β2ph
Table 4.3: State transitions from a given state s¯2, where P 2 ∈ s¯2, of the Markov
chain Q2 for unity-offset based differentiation
P lloss =
∑
s¯2∈Q2
pi(s¯2)γl(s¯2)e(s¯2)pl∑
s¯2∈Q2
pi(s¯2)e(s¯2)pl
=
∑
s¯2∈Q2
pi(s¯2)γl(s¯2)e(s¯2)∑
s¯2∈Q2
pi(s¯2)e(s¯2)
where
γl(s¯2) =
 1 , if s0 = 00 , o.w (4.8)
The two QoS differentiation methods for SOBS networks discussed in Sec-
tions 4.1 and 4.2 are combined into a hybrid QoS mechanism in the next section
in order to increase the service quality.
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Current State s¯3[n] = (s0, s1, . . . , sL−1, sL)
Next State s¯3[n+ 1] = Transition Condition Transition Probability
(s0 + s1 − i− j, s2, . . . , sL + j, i) i ≤ s1, j < s0 qh(i)ql(j)
(s1 − i, s2, . . . , sL + s0, i) i ≤ s1, ∀j ≥ s0 qh(i)
∞∑
k=s0
ql(k) = q
h
(i)X
l
(s0−1)
(s0 + s1 − i− j, s2, . . . , sL + j, i) s1 < i < s0 + s1 qh(i)ql(j)
j < s0 + s1 − i
(0, s2, . . . , sL + s0 − (i− s1), i) s1 < i < s0 + s1 qh(i)
∞∑
k=s0+s1−i
ql(k)
∀j ≥ s0 + s1 − i = qh(i)X l(s0+s1−i−1)
(0, s2, . . . , sL, s1 + s0) ∀i ≥ s0 + s1
∞∑
k=s0+s1
qh(k) = X
h
(s0+s1−1)
Table 4.4: State transitions from a given state s¯3 of the Markov chain Q3 for
hybrid priority scheduling with unity-offset based differentiation
4.3 Hybrid Priority Scheduling with Unity-
Offset Based QoS
QoS techniques introduced and analyzed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 can be merged
to attain a better QoS capability. In this hybrid scheme, h.p. bursts are allowed
to make reservations one slot before their BCP arrivals to the optical node and
are further prioritized as these BCPs are selectively serviced in the scheduler.
On the other hand, l.p. bursts are assumed to arrive to the optical node without
leaving any data slot space between their BCPs and are scheduled always after
all h.p. BCPs are processed.
Let Q3 be the Markov chain constructed to model the behavior of this mul-
tiserver system with the aforementioned service policy. Since priority scheduling
capability of the optical scheduler is exploited, no randomization in the schedul-
ing order of bursts is needed. Therefore a state s¯3 of Q3 can be derived from the
presented one in Section 3.1 by only concatenating the sub-state sL which holds
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the number of h.p. bursts scheduled in the previous slot. Note that, Markov
chain state transitions for this hybrid model occur from slot-to-slot basis like in
the classless case. All possible state transitions from s¯3[n] = (s0, s1, . . . , sL−1, sL)
are given in Table 4.3. In Table 4.3, i and j correspond to the total number of
h.p. and l.p. reservation requests - or equivalently BCP arrivals - to the optical
node on a slot epoch respectively. The state space size of Q3 is denoted by N3
and given by the following formula:
N3 =
(
W + L
W
)
. (4.9)
Solving Q3, the burst blocking probabilities of the priority classes are found
as follows. Note that, t := s0 + s1 is used for convenience. The loss probability
for h.p. bursts is given by
P hloss =
∑
s¯3∈Q3
pi(s¯3)µh(s¯3)
λh
, (4.10)
where
µh(s¯3) =
∞∑
i=t+1
qh(i)(i− t) (4.11)
= λhX
h
(t−1) − tXh(t).
Equations (4.10) and (4.11) are the same as (4.1) and (4.2), except for the re-
placement of t = s0 + s1 by s0, meaning that not only s0 wavelengths but also
s1 wavelengths are available for h.p. bursts in this hybrid QoS scheme. The loss
probability for l.p. bursts is given by
P lloss =
∑
s¯3∈Q3
pi(s¯3)µl(s¯3)
λl
, (4.12)
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where
µl(s¯3) =
s1∑
k=0
qh(k)
∞∑
i=s0+1
ql(i)(i− s0) (4.13)
+
∞∑
k=t
qh(k)
∞∑
i=0
ql(i)i
+
t−1∑
k=s1+1
qh(k)
∞∑
i=t−k+1
ql(i)[i− (t− k)]
= F h(s1)[λlX
l
(s0−1) − s0X l(s0)]
+λlX
h
(t−1)
+
t−1∑
k=s1+1
qh(k)[λlX
l
(t−k−1) − (t− k)X l(t−k)].
(4.13) formulates the l.p. loss probability dependence on the h.p. arrivals.
The first summation term takes the arriving number of h.p. bursts less than s1
into account for which no l.p. bursts are dropped. To the contrary, the second
summation term considers the case for which more than s0+s1 h.p. bursts arrive
and all l.p. bursts are dropped. Finally, the third term corresponds to the h.p.
burst arrivals exceeding the s1 wavelengths in number but not using all of the
s0 wavelengths. In this case, the l.p. bursts’ resources are partially allocated by
the h.p. bursts.
In the next section, numerical solutions of the Markov chain models together
with the corresponding simulations for the three QoS schemes discussed in this
thesis are presented.
4.4 Numerical Results
In this section, BCP arrival rates of high and low priority bursts are taken equal
unless otherwise stated. In Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, the simulation results for
the systems analyzed in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 respectively are presented. In
these simulations, ratio of the burst length to the slot length, L, is taken as 3.
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Figure 4.2: Analytical and simulation results for burst loss probabilities of pri-
ority scheduling based QoS with L = 3
For the analysis of priority scheduling and hybrid priority scheduling with unity-
offset based differentiation methods, no further assumptions or approximations
are made on top of the presumed models. Therefore, the simulation results do
not deviate from the analytically calculated solutions. However, for the unity-
offset based differentiation, we approximate the Poisson arrival process with a
2-phase acyclic PH type distribution. Although the first two moments of this
arrival process and the PH type distribution are exactly matched, it is seen
from Figure 4.3 that as the number of wavelengths W increases, under light
traffic loads, ρ, the mismatch in the higher order moments forces the analytical
model to estimate a more pessimistic burst loss probability especially for the
high priority class.
In Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b), QoS performances of the three prioritization
methods are compared. We define a QoS metric, Θ, which is the ratio of the low
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Figure 4.3: Analytical and simulation results for burst loss probabilities of unity-
offset based QoS with L = 3
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Figure 4.4: Analytical and simulation results for burst loss probabilities of hybrid
priority scheduling with unity-offset based QoS with L = 3
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and high priority class blocking probabilities given by
Θ =
P lloss
P hloss
.
Θ proves to grow with decreasing load, ρ, and increasing total number of
wavelengths,W . Among the three proposed QoS schemes, the hybrid mechanism
outperforms the others as far as QoS differentiation metric Θ is concerned. These
figures also reveal that h.p. bursts benefit from the unity QoS offset slightly more
than the preferential treatment in scheduling.
In Figure 4.6, we concentrate on the hybrid QoS scheme. For constant traffic
load, ρ, and burst length, L, the effect of varying the proportion of the traffic
belonging to the low priority class is plotted. The dashed lines shows the overall
burst loss probability, Ploss, of the core node which is formulated as
Ploss = P
l
losspl + P
h
loss(1− pl).
Ploss remains constant for changing pl and intersects the high priority and
low priority curves at pl = 0 and pl = 1 for all values of W . This behavior is
reasonable since when only a single class arrives to the optical node, the QoS
advantages and disadvantages disappear. In Figure 4.6, it is evident that, as pl
gets close to one, Θ rapidly increases since high priority bursts become less likely
to block each other. On the contrary, low priority bursts begin to collide with
each other more frequently as pl increases.
In Figure 4.7, the response of the hybrid QoS scheme to the variation in burst
length to slot length ratio, L, is shown. Independent variable L of the plot is
the number of data slots per burst. In the plots, slopes of the burst blocking
probability curves bend more steeper near L = 2. At that point, full isolation
is achieved between the high and low priority classes and the high priority burst
blocking probability becomes completely insensitive to the variations in the of-
fered low priority traffic load. When L = 2, arriving low priority bursts try to
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make reservations for two data slots, which reduce to a single data slot at the next
coming slot boundary. By the advantage of their QoS offset, high priority bursts
do not differentiate between the wavelengths that is already available or that will
be available in one data slot later as far as the available number of wavelengths
are concerned. By priority scheduling scheme, they also have the full superiority
over the low priority bursts in reserving available channels. Being unaffected by
the low priority arrivals in these two cases, high priority bursts are said to be
fully isolated from the low priority class when L = 2. This isolation gradually
decreases as L increases and in the limit where L → ∞, advantage stemming
from both the unity QoS offset and priority scheduling becomes negligible. In
Figure 4.7, the low priority burst blocking probability seems nearly indepen-
dent from L, which shows that the decreasing level of QoS and convergence to
M/M/C/C loss system cancel out each other as L increases.
In Figure 4.8, it is shown that the burst loss probabilities drop significantly
for increasing W under low load conditions. This behavior is in accordance with
M/M/C/C loss systems, where the more statistically shared the resources are
the smaller the loss probability.
In Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(b), nonunity QoS offset based differentiation simu-
lation results are given. For increasing QoS offset, TQoS, the h.p. loss probability
decreases following approximately a linear regime in the logarithmic scale. When
TQoS = L, this loss probability line saturates because of the strict isolation at-
tained at this point. From this point on, the l.p. loss probability curve changes
its curvature as well, because an l.p. burst can no longer block an h.p. burst.
Generalizing the unity-offset based QoS analysis in Section 4.2 to nonunity
offsets requires a dramatic increase in the state space size of the constructed
Markov chain. On the other hand, without any further effort, three points on
the h.p. loss probability curve can be found as follows. When TQoS = 0, the
high and low priority classes unify, hence the Markov chain for a classless SOBS
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node with a traffic load, ρ, introduced in Chapter 3 can be used to calculate this
probability. Similarly, when TQoS > L, the h.p. bursts experience a network load
consisting of only themselves. Thus, the same Markov chain but with a traffic
load of phρ can be used for calculating P
h
loss. For TQoS = 1, a Markov chain in
Section 4.2 is already introduced. A least squares solution can be found for the
intermediate probabilities of h.p. class as shown in Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(b).
Assuming this system is work conserving, the l.p. burst loss probability, P lloss,
can be calculated from the overall loss probability, Ploss for a classless SOBS
node with load ρ as follows:
Ploss = phP
h
loss + plP
l
loss. (4.14)
As seen in the figures, the work conservation assumption does not seem to
be valid especially for TQoS > L. Nevertheless, the l.p. loss probabilities can be
computed with an acceptable accuracy in at least the presented cases without
requiring significant amount of computation.
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Figure 4.5: Θ of the three QoS schemes for different values of number of wave-
lengths, W
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Figure 4.9: Burst loss probability estimations of nonunity-offset based QoS
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this thesis, we develop a Markov chain based framework for performance
evaluation of SOBS by which we study the burst blocking probabilities of both a
classless and a two-class SOBS core node. We provide with the formulation for
burst blocking probability of a classless SOBS node for changing traffic load, ρ,
number of wavelengths, W , and burst length, L. Extending this study, we also
make an analysis of three QoS schemes appropriate for slotted mode of operation
that are priority scheduling, unity-offset and hybrid priority scheduling with
unity-offset based differentiation. We validate the accuracy of our framework
against simulations.
Results show that, as L increases SOBS asymptotically converges to asyn-
chronous OBS in terms of burst loss probability and this convergence is more
rapid for high loss rates where ρ is high and W is low. We also show that, SOBS
may provide with a similar performance to the traditional OBS but with a less
number of wavelengths and under relatively heavy traffic conditions, increasing
the chance of burst switching paradigm to be appraised as the next generation
Internet architecture.
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Among the three QoS schemes analyzed in this thesis, hybrid priority schedul-
ing with unity-offset based differentiation yields the best isolation between the
QoS classes and unity-offset based differentiation ranks the second leaving prior-
ity scheduling the last. As W increases and L decreases, a higher isolation level
is achieved. By decreasing the proportion of the traffic consisting of high priority
bursts, even higher degree in isolation can be reached.
We believe that the proposed framework presented in this thesis can be further
extended to analyze some other variations in an SOBS network which are listed
as follows.
1. In this thesis, BCP arrivals within a slot are assumed to be Poisson distrib-
uted. However, other distributions may be of interest. Proposed Markov
chains other than the one for the unity-offset differentiation, use only the
PMF, CDF and the CCDF functions of a given arrival process. Hence
they offer full flexibility in changing the BCP arrival distribution without
sacrificing from precision. However, in the analysis of the unity-offset dif-
ferentiation, the Poisson distribution is approximated by a discrete phase
type distribution. Although moment matching for another distribution can
be done according to the formulation given in Appendix A, results would
need validation.
2. Fixed length assumption for bursts can be generalized to variable length
bursts with a certain statistical distribution.
3. Nonunity QoS offsets, TQoS, for high priority class can also be analyzed
with better computational techniques for the solution of large and sparse
Markov chain transition matrices.
4. The framework can be extended to the analysis of multi-class networks.
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APPENDIX A
Moment Matching for λ
Let λ := λh+ λl be the total BCP arrival rate to the optical node and M be the
random variable denoting the number of arrivals generated by the discrete PH
type distribution given in Figure 4.1. Then, the probability-generating function
of M is written as:
GM(z) = E[z
M ] = α0 + α1
β1z
1− (1− β1)z (A.1)
+α2
β2z
1− (1− β2)z
β1z
1− (1− β1)z
The first three factorial moments of M are defined as follows.
f1 :=
d
dz
GM(z)|z=1 = E[M ] (A.2)
f2 :=
d2
dz2
GM(z)|z=1 = E[M(M − 1)] (A.3)
f3 :=
d3
dz3
GM(z)|z=1 = E[M(M − 1)(M − 2)] (A.4)
Let Z be the Poisson distributed random variable with rate λ. Then, the
following equalities should hold for a perfect moment matching between Z and
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M .
f1 = E[Z] (A.5)
= λ
f2 = E[Z
2 − Z] (A.6)
= (λ2 + λ)− λ
= λ2
f3 = E[Z
3 − 3Z2 + 2Z] (A.7)
= (λ3 + 3λ2 + λ)− 3(λ2 + λ) + 2λ
= λ3
Since,
E[(Z − E[Z])3] = λ (A.8)
⇒ E[Z3 − 3Z2E[Z] + 3ZE[Z]2 − E[Z]3] = λ
⇒ E[Z3]− 3(λ2 + λ)λ+ 3λλ2 − λ3 = λ
⇒ E[Z3] = λ3 + 3λ2 + λ
However, simultaneously solving (A.5), (A.6) and (A.7) is non-feasible for a
broad range of λ. Even the second factorial moment formulated by (A.6) requires
λ to be lower than a threshold which is found to be 3.72 in Appendix B. Hence,
we converted this moment matching problem into a constrained optimization
problem as follows.
min
α0,α1,α2,β1,β2
|f3 − λ3| (A.9)
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such that,
f1 = λ (A.10)
f2 = λ
2
α0 = q(0)
0 ≤ α1, α2, β1, β2 ≤ 1
α0 + α1 + α2 = 1
Solution to (A.9) and (A.10) in the feasible range of λ gives the parameters
α0, α1, α2, β1 and β2 of the PH type distribution shown in Figure 4.1.
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APPENDIX B
Upper Bound Calculation for λ
In this section, we calculate the upper bound for λ below which equations (A.2)
and (A.3) are guaranteed to be satisfied. They are explicitly solved as follows:
f1 =
α1β2 + α2β1 + α2β2
β1β2
= λ (B.1)
f2 =
−2
β21β
2
2
(α1β1β
2
2 − α1β22 − α2β1β2 + α2β21β2 (B.2)
+α2β1β
2
2 − α2β21 − α2β22)
= λ2,
where α0 = e
−λ and α1 = 1 − α0 − α2 according to (A.10). (B.1) can be solved
for α2 after replacing α1 by 1− e−λ − α2 as follows:
α2 = λβ2 − β2
β1
(1− e−λ). (B.3)
Similarly (B.2) can be simplified after replacing α1:
f2 = α2
2(β1 − β1β2 + β2)
β1β22
+ (1− e−λ)−2(β1 − 1)
β21
= λ2 (B.4)
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Substituting α2 found in (B.3) into (B.4), we end up with the following equal-
ity:
λ2 − λ2(β1 − β1β2 + β2)
β1β2
+ (1− e−λ) 2
β1β2
= 0. (B.5)
(B.5) should be solved for maximum λ for which the following inequality
inherited from (B.3) is satisfied:
0 ≤ α2 = λβ2 − β2
β1
(1− e−λ) ≤ 1− e−λ. (B.6)
The computations of the maximum value of λ for which (B.5) can be solved
such that (B.6) is satisfied do not have a simple closed form solution. By making
use of numerical methods, an upper bound on λ for which the first two moments
of the PH type distribution matches with the Poisson distribution is obtained
to be 3.72358161 for a precision of 10−8. Figures B.1-B.4 depicts the regions of
β1 and β2, where (B.5) and (B.6) are both feasible for a given λ. As seen from
the plots, for λ > 3.72, regions for equality (B.5) and inequality (B.6) do not
intersect anymore meaning that exact matching of the first two moments is not
possible beyond this point.
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Figure B.1: Feasible regions of (B.5) and (B.6) for λ = 0.5
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Figure B.2: Feasible regions of (B.5) and (B.6) for λ = 2
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Figure B.3: Feasible regions of (B.5) and (B.6) for λ = 3.72
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Figure B.4: Feasible regions of (B.5) and (B.6) for λ = 5
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